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To ensure the ongoing accuracy of this book and its companion content, we’ve reviewed and 

confirmed the errors listed below. If you find a new error, we hope you’ll report it to us on our 

website: www.microsoftpressstore.com/contact-us/errata.

Date correctedDescriptionLocationPage

34 Top of page, 
second line of 
code block

Reads:
alert(isNan(userInput));

Should read:
alert(isNaN(userInput));

35 Second code 
block

Reads:
var myString = "Test String";
myString.length; // returns 10

Should read:
var myString = "Test String";
myString.length; // returns 11

108 Step 6 code 
block

Penultimate line of code reads:
<script type="text/javascript" src="external.js"></script>

Penultimate line of code should read:
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/external.js"></script>

108 "Preventing 
the Default 
Action" 
section, first 
paragraph, last 
sentence

Reads:
You can find the code for this example in
click.html and click.js in the companion content.

Should read:
You can find the code for this example in
click2.html and click2.js in the companion content.

147 Step 3 
WebForm1.asp
x example

Penultimate line reads:
Dim str = "{ ""Temp"": """ & outputTemp & """ " & _
" ""TempType"": """ & outputTempType & """ " & _
"}"

Penultimate line should read:
Dim str = "{ ""Temp"": """ & outputTemp & """, " & _ 
 " 
""TempType"": """ & outputTempType & """ " & _ 
 "}
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175 Space Travel 
Demo code 
block

The code for the space travel demo differs from that in the 
downloadable companion content. Specifically, the downloadable 
index.html for Chapter 7 needs to be changed to point to 
css/StyleSheet1.css. You'll also need the correct theme for jQuery UI. 
The author used ui-lightness, which needs to be in the css directory. 
That may differ depending on your jQuery UI version and theme.
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